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Video is a powerful tool for marketers and organisations to
expand their audience. Using the right SEO tools when
planning your video campaign will help you achieve optimal
exposure and engagement.
 
Marketers can often get bogged down in the technical jargon
that surrounds SEO however focusing on creating authentic
and quality video content should be the primary focus. Quality
content plus a good SEO strategy is what will get you the best
results.

WHAT IS 

VIDEO SEO?

Video SEO is simply
optimising your video

to be indexed and
ranked  on Google
results pages for
relevant keyword

searches...

Before you begin, you need to know what you want out of your video.  Consider who you
are targeting, and the fundamental message or “call-to-action” that you want to
promote. 
 
 
 

GETTING STARTED

Do you want to raise awareness? encourage people to donate? purchase? share? take
action? learn something? register for an event?
 
Conceptualising your video strategy at the very beginning allows you to brainstorm creative
ideas that will help capture the intended audience, and communicate your message
effectively. 
 

SO, HOW SHOULD YOU OPTIMISE YOUR VIDEO FOR SEO?



So, (now you understand the core message), what are
the main things to consider when optimising your video
for SEO? 
 

CONSIDER BACKLINKS

 
What are they and why are they important?

 
Backlinks are essentially links between two websites
that allow Google to rank the relevance of the content
and therefore determine its ranking. For example, if
someone added a link to your video content (or any of
your content for that matter!) on their website, Google
would view this link as a 'vote of confidence' and
therefore a backlink has been created. This shows
Google that your content has relevance and therefore
increases its organic ranking.
 
This increases the exposure of your website/video,
helping you reach more people.
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WHY IS SEO SO

IMPORTANT?

 

Video SEO allows
you to gain

exposure for
relevant

keywords
organically on

search engines.
ie/ Google

OPTIMISE YOUR VIDEO TITLES/DESCRIPTIONS

Optimising your video title and descriptions has a huge impact on SEO. 
 
Rename your video file using a target keyword

 
Identify a target keyword for your video and re-name the video file to include this
keyword. It is crucial to do this before you even upload it to YouTube (or your
platform of choice)  as YouTube/Vimeo use this title as an indication of what to
expect in your video content.
 
Optimise video title

 
As well as re-naming the file, the video title should also include this keyword. The
way your title is written should be conversational, though you should insure the
keyword is included.
 
Optimise video description

 
Finally, it is important to optimise your video description. While YouTube allows a
description up to 1000 characters in length, we recommend kepping it short and to
the point, while ensuring your CTA and relative links are included in the first
sentence.
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ADD APPROPRIATE TAGS/CATEGORISE YOUR VIDEO

 

Tags allow YouTube to associate your video with similar videos, which can broaden
the reach of your content. Use caution when deciding on the tags for your video,
don't use irrelevant tags in an effort to get more exposure, this could do more harm
than good.
 
Choosing a category for your video is another way you can group your video on
YouTube to gain exposure from more people within your target audience.
 
 
 
 

This image shows the standard dashboard on YouTube where you will see the
 input areas for each of the points we refer to throughout this whitepaper.

CONSIDER THE THUMBNAIL IMAGE

 

While it's possible to allow YouTube to auto-
generate a thumbnail for you, we don't
encourage this. We highly recommend
deciding on a thumbnail that is enticing for
viewers and will encourage them to click
through to the video. 
This will have a big impact on the number of
clicks and views the video receives, therefore
having an impact on SEO.
 

The thumbnail is essentially the
cover photo for your video & the

first thing people see before
clicking on to your video

content.
 

Make sure your thumbnail is
eye-catching, branded, and

stands out.
 

Ensure the dimensions are:
 1280 px x 720 px

 
 

VIDEO TIP
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CAPTIONS

 

Captions are increasingly relevant in today's saturated digital climate. With so much
content viewed on-the-go on social media, being able to watch a video without sound
is a necessary option.
 
Open and closed captions can boost SEO by highlighting important keywords so we strongly
recommend adding captions to your video.

ADD CARDS & END SCREENS

 

Cards can be seen on YouTube videos where additional information/resources have
been applied for reference within your video. For example, you can insert a small 
 'i' at the top corner of your video, or a translucent bar suggesting people subscribe to
your channel.
 
Using these cards, you can direct people to another channel, to donate, to a specific
playlist on your channel or to an external website.
 
End screens are similar in nature, though only apply when the video is over. 



OPTIMISE

FOR

MOBILE
In today’s age of vertically-oriented content, it’s
important to make sure your videos are suited to be
watched across a range of mobile platforms. 

Creating square or vertical social media content (in
addition to longer, more in-depth case studies) helps
expand the reach of your video and generate more
traction. 

 of all mobile

traffic is VIDEO

80%
VERTICAL OR SQUARE?

 Vertical social content needs to be eye-
catching and have a strong call-to-
action. Square videos, while taking up
less salient space, are more easily
repurposed on other platforms.

OTHER VIDEO TIPS TO CONSIDER...

USE MULTIPLE PLATFORMS 

 

Short, eye-catching videos can be distributed on platforms like Facebook,
Instagram or Twitter, in order to spark interest and foster brand
recognition. Building on this, you can delve into more in-depth stories on Youtube
or Vimeo that allow viewers to invest emotionally and learn about your cause.
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80%


